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Reviewer's report:

This is a worthy and relevant paper that fits nicely with BMC Women's Health remit. There are a few minor language clarity issues that need addressing before publication - these include1) lines 31-32 - sentence does not make sense, I think there may be a word missing after 'unmarried'2) line 112 - term CEB needs defining - what does 'children ever born' actually incorporate? Still Borns for example?3) line 343 - echos rather than 'reechoes' would read betterLooking at this over a decade is really useful and perhaps a little inclusion as to why this is relevant might add some contextual information that is relevant and interesting related to the justification of this work.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
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